Abstract. We propose a novel anatomical labeling algorithm for bronchial branches extracted from CT images. This method utilizes multiple branching models for anatomical labeling. In the actual labeling process, the method selects the best candidate models at each branching point. Also a special labeling procedure is proposed for the right upper lobe. As an application of the automated nomenclature of bronchial branches, we utilized anatomical labeling results for assisting biopsy planning. When a user inputs a target point around suspicious regions on the display of a virtual bronchoscopy (VB) system, the path to the desired position is displayed as a sequence of anatomical names of branches. We applied the proposed method to 25 cases of CT images. The labeling accuracy was about 90%. Also the paths to desired positions were generated by using anatomical names in VB.
Introduction
Recent progress in 3-D medical imaging devices has enabled us to measure very precise volumetric data of the human body. Since these imaging devices output a lot of images, development of CAD systems is strongly expected to reduce medical doctors' load and to enable more accurate diagnosis. The bronchus is a very important organ in diagnosis of the lung. In the lung area, it is possible to define dominant bronchial branches in each segmental lobe or subsegmental area. Bronchial branches connected to lesions are investigated when diagnosing diseases of the lung. Anatomical names of bronchial branches are systematically assigned based on branching patterns. When a medical doctor reviews chest CT images, bronchial branches connected to lesions are identified and their anatomical names are reported. In bronchoscopic examinations, such as transbronchial lung biopsy (TBLB), medical doctors identify appropriate paths for biopsy using the anatomical names on the paths. Automated nomenclature is one of the indispensable functions required in the CAD systems for the lung.
There are only a few reports on automated anatomical labeling of bronchial branches extracted from CT images [1, 2, 3] . Mori et al. proposed an automated anatomical labeling method where they prepared a branching model containing anatomical names before the labeling process [1] . This model consists of a set of information of each branch, such as running direction, anatomical name, parent branch name, child branch name. Graph representations of the bronchial branches were obtained by applying a thinning method to the bronchus regions. Automated nomenclature (anatomical labeling) process was sequentially performed from the center to the peripheral side by selecting the best fit branch from the model. However, this model is unable to handle variations in branching patterns. Kitaoka et al. proposed an automated labeling method using a graph matching algorithm [2] . It is still difficult to deal with branching pattern variations. The report from Ema et al. proposed a labeling method using multiple models of bronchial branches [3] . They divided the bronchus into four parts and prepared multiple models for each part. For each part, the best model was selected by calculating the evaluation values of fitting and actual labeling was then performed. However, since the model was selected by averaging the differences of the running directions between the models To solve these problems, we propose a new anatomical labeling algorithm that selects the best candidate models at each branching point in Section 2. Also a special labeling procedure is proposed from the right upper lobe. As an application of the automated nomenclature of bronchial branches, we utilize anatomical labeling results for assisting TBLB path planning in Section 4. When a user inputs a target point around suspicious regions on the display of a virtual bronchoscopy (VB) system [4] , the path to the desired position is displayed as a sequence of anatomical names of branches. This function will greatly help a bronchoscopist. Experimental results and discussion are described in Sections 5 and 6.
Bronchial Branch Model
The bronchial model is a graph representation that shows the branching patterns of the bronchial branches in each lobe in the lung (RU: right upper lobe, RL: right middle and lower lobes, LU: left upper lobe, and LL: left lower lobe) (Fig.  1) (Fig. 2 ). These models are prepared for each lobe (RU (p = 0), RL (p = 1), LU (p = 2), and LL (p = 3)) by using hand-labeled bronchial branches extracted from multiple cases of CT images.
Automated Anatomical Labeling
The actual processing procedure consists of four parts: (a) extraction of bronchial regions and bronchial trees from CT image, (b) labeling of trachea and main bronchi, (c) labeling of the RU, and (d) labeling of remaining lobes (RL, LU, and LL). Bronchus regions and tree structres are extracted by using tree structure tracing algorithm presented in [5] . q is then rotated around the start point, B , so that the running direction of B corresponds to that of B. For all possible combinations of one-to-one correspondence between the child branches of B and B , the sum of the inner products of running directions of the corresponding pairs is calculated. The combination that produces the minimum sum is considered as the best combination and then copy the anatomical name of B to B and process child branches of B using a breadth-first search. Finally, the labeling results are obtained whose number is equal to the number of the models prepared for RU. 
is smaller than a given threshold value, the model M 0 q is removed from the RU model candidates. This process is iterated for all models prepared for the RU.
Final Labeling. The labeling process is performed by using the remaining models. For each model, the model is deformed so that the model fits to the input tree structure and an average deformation angle is calculated. The final labeling is performed using the model whose average deformation angle is the smallest among the models. Anatomical names of the deformed model are assigned to the branches of the input tree structure [3] .
Labeling for Remaining Parts
For each child branch of the main bronchi (except for the upper lobe bronchus, i.e. p = 1, . . . , 3), the following steps are performed (Fig. 3 ).
1. An anatomical name is assigned to a child branch of a main bronchus (right or left main bronchus) and let it be O. 
Path Generation for Biopsy Planning
We integrated the proposed labeling system into the VB system for assisting path planning for TBLB. A physician inputs a desired location on MPR (multi planner reconstruction) images or volume rendering images as end point p e . The start point is set as the start point of the trachea and a branch that is the closest to point p e is located. In the tree structure of the bronchial branches extracted from CT images, each branch has the information of their path. The path is represented as a set of voxels. By finding the closest point to the specified point, it is possible to select the closest branch. Once the anatomical name of the selected branch is obtained, traverse up the tree structure up to the trachea. Anatomical names of branches existing on the traversed path are displayed on the VB views. Automated fly-through to the desired position is also possible with displaying the anatomical names of the branches on the path.
Experiments and Results
We applied the proposed method to bronchial branches extracted from twentyfive cases of chest CT images. For each case, a medical doctor assigned anatomical names to all of the branches. Bronchial branch models were constructed from 24 cases excluding the labeling target case (leave-out-method). We generated six models for the RU, eight models for RL, five models for LU, and six models for LL. We measured labeling accuracy of the proposed and previous methods. Image acquisition parameters of the CT images were: 512 × 512 pixels, 141 -401 slices, 0.625 -0.723 mm in pixel spacing, 1.0 -2.5 mm in slice spacing, and 1.25 -2.5 mm of X-ray collimation. All labeling results were evaluated by a medical doctor. Figure 5 shows an example of a partial view of the bronchus region extracted from CT images, its tree structure, and the labeling results using the proposed and previous methods. Table 1 lists the labeling accuracy at each part up to the segmental regions. We successfully assigned correct anatomical names to 799 out of the 888 branches using the proposed method, while 754 branches were assigned using the previous method. The proposed method was able to perform nomenclature on 90% of the branches extracted from CT images. Examples of anatomical labeling are shown in Fig. 6 . Also we measured labeling accuracy at each branching level. Figure 7 shows the number of branches and the correct labeling rate.
We integrated the proposed labeling system into the VB system and tested automated path generation for TBLB path planning. Examples are presented in Fig. 8 . In this figure, a user specifies suspicious shadows on slice images by a mouse click. The system automatically generated paths to the specified points and also displayed the paths by using anatomical names of the bronchial branches. These anatomical names are displayed on the left side of a VB view.
Discussion
From the results listed in Table 1 , it is clear that the proposed method significantly improved labeling accuracy in comparison with the previous method. This is because the proposed method selected the appropriate models as branching level progressed. Also, the special model selection procedure for the RU contributed to increase labeling accuracy. Incorrect labeling was prevented by checking dominant regions of the Rt. The reason for the model mis-selection was the branching pattern and the running directions of branches after Rt.B 6 were very close to the input tree structure in the mis-selected model. The proposed method successfully assigned correct names to these branches because the method selected the best models branch by branch and removed inappropriate models from the model set. The special model selection technique worked well in Case 19, as shown in Fig. 6 . In this case, the previous method selected the wrong model that assigned the name Rt.B (1+2) to branch Rt.B 1 . However, in the proposed method, this model was removed by comparing the running directions of Rt.B 1 , Rt.B 2 , and Rt.B 3 of the model and those of the labeled tree. The path for TBLB was automatically generated and described using a set of anatomical names in the proposed method. Also, a user was able to perform fly-through or automated fly-thorough checking anatomical names. Since accessibility to suspicious regions is discussed by using anatomical names of bronchial branches connected to it, it is very useful for medical doctors to see paths by their anatomical names. The automated anatomical labeling system proposed in this paper enabled us to implement function that makes VB systems intelligent.
This paper presented a novel anatomical labeling algorithm for bronchial branches extracted from CT images using multiple branching pattern models. The method presented here is another step towards createing truly intelligent computer aided diagnosis syetm. Annotations displayed on CT images will much assist a medical doctor to read images. Future work includes testing more cases, and improving model selection and removal.
